Abstract-In this paper, we propose DNA-Genetic Encryption Technique (D-GET) in order to make the technique more secure and less predictable. In this technique, binaries any type of digital data and convert it to DNA sequencing, reshape, encrypt, crossover, mutate and then reshape. The main stages of D-GET are repeated three times or more. Transmit the encrypted data in text/image format file. In other side, the receiver uses the D-GET to decrypt the received data and reshape it to original format. This Technique also transforms the text into an image and vice versa to improve security and multiple key sequences to increase the degree of diffusion and confusion, which makes resulting cipher data difficult to decipher and makes to realize a perfect secrecy system. Experimental results demonstrate that proposed technique has multilayer protection stages against different attacks and higher level of security based on the multi-stages and genetic operations. Decrypted data are acceptable because of there is absolutely difference between it and secret data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cryptography technique is used to hide or represent information so nobody but authorized parties can decode it. Cryptography is the studies of mathematical techniques of information security such as confidentiality, data integrity, and authentication [1] . Ancient Egyptians are the oldest who encrypted text. The Internet provides essential communication and uses as a tool for many applications, i.e. secure commerce and payments to private communications and access control and so forth. Symmetric and Asymmetric key are two categories Cryptographic algorithms. In Symmetric algorithm, a common key is shared between the sender and the receiver. The other involves public and private keys that are mathematically related [1, 2] .
There are many traditional cryptographic algorithms that used to encrypt and decrypt secret information. The paper proposed symmetrical encryption algorithm to protect data of Wireless Sensor Networks. It adopts minor encryption rounds, shorter data packet and simplified scrambling function. So, its calculation and resource cost are very low. Interpolation method is used to produce Child-Key by adopting longer-bit Key [3] . In [4] , the symmetric cryptography algorithm is proposed for encryption and decryption the real-time audio signal. It is compared with the well-known RSA technique. The results showed that the suggested algorithm produces higher quality audio signal than the RSA method exact signal as the original one.
The traditional cryptographic algorithms are not enough to achieve very high level of security and hastily growing bio-molecular computation so that Biomolecular computation uses in cryptographic field and DNA cryptography is a new cryptographic prototype.
DNA is a nucleic acid that contains the genetic instructions. The four bases found in DNA are adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T). A gene is a sequence of DNA that contains genetic information of all living organisms [5] . Three techniques to convert data from binary form to DNA (or RNA) form to amino acids form and the reverse are explained [5] .
Nowadays, many research papers are proposed based on DNA encryption schemes that use biological properties of DNA sequences [6, 7, 8] . In the last few years, DNA Cryptography seems to be a promising strategy for fulfilling the current information security needs.
There are different processes to encode data and different DNA cryptography methodology that are used for secure data transmission like Polymerase chain reaction, bio-molecular, one-time-pad [9] . The most advantage of DNA cryptography is parallel processing capabilities.
DNA-based bio-molecular cryptography approach is designed. It based on DNA and carbon nanotube message that is used to transfer data between DNA and conventional binary storage [10] . The parallel DNA cryptography technique is introduced based on one time pad, DNA digital coding technique and DNA hybridization technique [11] . Parallelism DNA encryption technique based on matrix manipulation and secure key generation scheme is proposed [12] . DNA cryptographic based on implementation of YAEA encryption algorithm is proposed. It is symmetric key DNA cryptographic called Yet Another Encryption Algorithm (YAEA) and combined the mathematical model of the algorithm with the DNA to define key sequences [13] . DNA cryptography for Securing Ad hoc Networks based on the DNA digital coding and DNA fragmentation with symmetric system algorithm is proposed [14] . A new symmetric key DNA cryptographic algorithm based on the DNA key features and amino acid coding is proposed to enhance the security level of classical OTP cipher [15] .
Public-key system using DNA as a one-way function for distribution is proposed. In this system, message is encoded by two primers using Polymerase Chain Reaction amplifications [16] . DNA public key cryptosystem, an asymmetric encryption and signature cryptosystem is proposed [17, 18] . A novel generation key scheme based on DNA is proposed to increase computational based on key expansion matrix depended on DNA scheme using random key generation scheme speed [19] . Data hiding is type of security of information. The two categories of data hiding are digital watermarking and steganographic applications. Data hiding aims to hide secret information in cover media without detectable [20] . Cryptography and steganography technique to encrypt and hide data using one-time-pad technique and DNA sequences technique [21] . The authors proposed symmetric DNA encryption algorithm to hide data based on DNA sequence [22] .
The authors used Block cipher and Index of string for encrypting message into DNA sequences. DNA encryption algorithm searches the key sequence and writes in index number [23] .
A novel and unique biological simulation based technique for DNA encryption and decryption is proposed. The plaintext is divided into two halves equally and transformed to DNA sequences using unique encoding table generation for every session. After that the cipher text is generated after applying proposed technique steps [24] . Some existing works on DNA Cryptography are discussed and compared [9] .
An encryption method is composed of DNA synthesis and the hypothesis of conventional cryptography. The DNA Digital coding is also used as the plaintext preprocess stage. For more security protection, it is also used the fundamental keys that are the normal DNA successions [25] . Biotic Pseudo DNA based secret key cryptographic mechanism is proposed based on the genetic information of biological system using biomolecular computation that is vast parallelism and energy efficiency. To improve security, it is also used of splicing system and random multiple key sequence [26] . Novel DNA cryptography algorithm is proposed based upon a secured symmetric key generation. This encryption algorithm is composed of three stages encryption, random key generation and decryption. In encryption stage, text is converted to ASCII then to DNA code. By using random key generated DNA sequences, this initial cipher is transformed to final cipher [27] .
In this paper, DNA-Genetic Encryption Technique (D-GET) is proposed. In this technique, the secret data converted into binary and then into DNA sequences. In addition, the D-GET is an iterative algorithm. Iteration is called a round, and the number of rounds is three or more. Each round has four operations and it is iterative in nature. Iteration consists of encryption, reshaping process and genetic operations. In addition to that the symmetric key is used. Any data type format can be used as secret data i.e. text, word document, image pixels, audio and video. Experimental results prove that reconstructed data is typical copy of secret data. And they also demonstrate that proposed technique maintains the perfect security.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, proposed technique is introduced in detail, and then in section 3, the experimental results are provided, discussed and proved that it satisfies the presented security. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in the last section.
II. D-GET TECHNIQUE
The traditional cryptography is not sufficient due to the need of security increases and developing of cryptanalytic techniques. In recent years, DNA cryptography is a new field of cryptography. DNA cryptography seems to be a promising strategy for fulfilling the current information security needs.
This paper proposes DNA-Genetic Encryption Technique (D-GET) that is an iterative algorithm in order to enhance information security. Any type of data (i.e. message, image, video or signal) can be encrypted. The main steps of proposed technique are pre-processing, symmetric key encryption, reshaping and crossover and mutation [28] . They are explained as following.
A. Pre-processing Stage
After reading secret data, this data must be preparing depending into its type. In case text file, it is converted into ASCII values. Group them into 8-bits Binary data. Every two adjacent bits are transferred to the four bases; adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T), found in DNA. For example: according to Table 1 . In case of gray image, read pixels of image data into 8-bits Binary data. Every two adjacent bits are transferred to the four bases; adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T), found in DNA.
In RGB image, first, it is separated to three components. In case of Video data, determine the properties of the video file, including the duration, frame rate, format, height, and width and store them. As we know, a typical video contains many frames. Separate one frame at a time to save it into memory. Applying the same steps of gray image for every RGB components and each video frames.
Any type of data can be represented in a binary form (message, image, video or signal). Binary data divides to 8-bits group. Every two adjacent bits are transferred to the four bases; A, C, G and T, found in DNA. For better understanding, consider any secret data as a binary bit file. Decompose the bit file of any size onto group of bytes. Convert Binary form to DNA bases:
B. Encryption stage
There are two categories of cryptographic algorithms that called Symmetric and Asymmetric key algorithms. In Symmetric scheme, the sender and the receiver are shared a common key. Asymmetric schemes involve public and private of keys which are mathematically related. The main advantage of symmetric cryptographic algorithm is high speed cryptography technique and more suitable to encrypt large amount of data [1, 2, 29] . So, the symmetric key is used in the proposed technique that based on DNA-based cryptography algorithm.
After conversion binary data to DNA sequencing then encrypt using key. The key may be DNA sequence or binary string. The key has variable length. If one or both of data and DNA sequence key DNA sequence, it will convert to binary form then, perform an exclusive OR operation on the corresponding elements of them and convert back to DNA sequence. For example:
Binary form of secret data: ………… 10 10 00 01 11 10 00 1000 11 …………….
Binary form of Key: ………… 00 10 11 11 11 11 00 1110 01 …………….
XOR Result: ………… 10 00 11 10 00 01 00 0110 10 …………….
C. Reshaping Stage
After Encryption, A basic genetic algorithm is composed of three operators; reproduction, crossover and mutation [28] . To produce genetic material that pass to the next operation and iteration in the form of chromosome population, the Reshaping stage is used. In this stage, first number and length of chromosome are determined. These values may be constant are varied for every round. Reshape it by align the DNA sequence into rows to construct parents' chromosomes (chromosome population) with pre-defined length.
For example:
Secret data: ………………..GCCCGCACCGGAACAACGGGCG TTCCGTCCGACCCCTTTCAACTATCAGTCTTGTCA GGCTACCGATTATCAATGCGCT …………………… ….
Chromosome population ……………………. GCCCGCACCGGAACAACGG GCGTTCCGTCCGACCCCTTT CAACTATCAGTCTTGTCAGG CTACCGATTATCAATGCGCT ……………………….
D. Crossover Stage
After constructing parents' chromosomes, the next operation is crossover. There are two types of crossover. These may be sequentially used in technique rounds. In the first one, the parents are selected in the mating pool. A single-point crossover point is selected between the first and last bits of the parents' chromosomes then, creating two new offspring by exchanging the heads of parent1 and parent2. Consequently the offspring contain portions of the DNA codes of both parents as shown in figure 1 . 
E. Mutation Stage
After crossover process, the chromosomes are subjected to mutation. Mutation is the alteration of string elements. Two types of mutation are used. In the first one, convert data to binary vector and define two mutation points between the first and last bits then complement bits in between i.e. single point mutation changes a 1 to a 0, and vice versa. In the second mutation type, convert each four bits to two bases of DNA (1010  CG), for example: according to Table 2 . After conversion, reshape it to DNA bases vector and define two points between the first and last bases then alter DNA bases to another one (i.e., C  G).
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The probability frequency of crossover and mutation operation is 100%. Encrypt and reshape data to pass to next round. The number of rounds depends on a predefined number of iterations. Transmit the encrypted data in text/image format file. At the receiver side, binaries received data and convert it to DNA sequencing and reshape, decrypt, crossover, mutate, decrypt and reshape to original format. The sequence of stages D-GET is illustrated in figure 2 (b) . Figure 2 (a) illustrates the scenario of the stages of D-GET. In the previous explanation of D-GET, the preprocessing stage is complicated that means for each type of data file and format, it is wide-ranging among to conversion to ASCII values, reading pixels of image, separating components or frame and getting the properties of the video file as mentioned above to solve this problem, generalize D-GET technique. The Generalization technique is composed of the same stages of D-GET but the read data and pre-processing stage is replace with a simple Read Binary File command (fread) using 8-bit unsigned integer (uint8) and specified parameters that describe the format of the secret data. 
III. IMPLEMNTATION AND EVALUATION RESULTS
The D-GET is implemented using MATLAB 2012 on Windows 8.1 64-BIT Operating system in AMD Athlon(tm) II X2 220 Processor, 2.80GHz and 4 GB RAM. We perform experiments to test the effectiveness of the proposed technique and run it with different types of secret data.
In the first part, some experiments are carried out to prove the efficiency of the proposed D-GET with different formats of gray and color images. We choose some known test images and others as test images. First, read image. In case of RGB image, separate firstly it to three components, then each component passes through the processes of D-GET to encrypt it. After encoding, gathering, reshape and save encrypted data in image or text file format.
Four typical examples among them are shown in figure  5 . The original images and encrypted-images in image format and DNA string are shown in figure 5 . The processing time for encrypting 256x256 gray image file is approximately 26 seconds/3 rounds.
In case of image format, one of the most important factors for examining the quality of encryption technique is the visual inspection of encrypted image. The features of the image are disappeared and there is no visual relation between original and encrypted one as shown in figure 5 . This means that D-GET is the good encryption technique. For testing the proposed D-GET, second type of binary form is text file. Group of experiments is conducted to encrypt text and save the encrypted-data in DNA sequence and image format. One typical example among them is shown in Figure 6 .
For more testing of the proposed D-GET, third type of binary form is audio file with different format.
Encryption time for mp3 audio file with duration equal 30 seconds is about 5.5 seconds. Encryption time is approximately 36 seconds for 4 minutes mp3 audio file. Group of experiments is conducted to encrypt audio files and save the encrypted-data in DNA sequence and image format.
The last type of binary form is video file with different 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ANALYSIS
Cryptanalysts attack any encrypted data to discover its contents using all kinds of cryptanalytic, statistical and brute-force attacks [30] . A good encryption procedure should be robust against them. So there are some features must be achieved. There is no relation between sensitive data values before encryption and encrypted data values after encryption. Encryption should mix around the different parts of the secret data so that nothing is presented in its original place.
The encrypted image is examined with the naked eye to identify and revealed any data that can help attackers to discover the original one. The visual inspection is not enough for judging the quality of encryption technique. So, other evaluation metrics are considered to estimate the efficiency of encryption technique. For example, the histogram of the original and ciphered image must be absolutely different to avoid statistical attacks, and the values of key can't predict and large enough to avoid brute force attacks.
A. Histogram Analysis
In case of image format, the attacker examines encrypted data (cipher-image) with the naked eye to identify any obvious inconsistencies. Visual attacks are the simplest and most important types of steganalysis.
The histograms of several original images and their encrypted images are analyzed. Four typical examples among them are shown in figure 7 . The first and third rows in figure 7 show the secret image and its corresponding cipher images. But, the second and fourth rows show the histograms of secret image and its corresponding encrypted images. It is clear that the histograms of the encrypted image and the original one are significantly difference. So the encrypted image does not provide any indication to utilize any statistical attack on the D-GET, which makes statistical attacks difficult.
In case of image and text to DNA string, text file to image, the relationship between them is negligible. 
B. Key Space Analysis
The D-GET has large key space that making brute force attack is infeasible. It has DNA and binary sequence types of the secret keys and different combinations of them. So it resists the exhaustive of brute force attacks.
C. Attacker Tries
Attacker tries to discover any knowledge from the cipher-data that help him to find any relationship between cipher-data and the original data, by studying how differences in an input can affect the resultant difference at the output in an attempt to derive the key. If the cipherdata is image, attacker tries to make a slight change such as modifying one pixel of the encrypted image; attacker observes the change of the plain-image. If a hacker any how decrypts the image then he gets another image, which further confuses him whether the actual information is in DNA sequence or in image format. If hacker notes that all values of encrypted image is 0 and 1 hexadecimal values and convert adjacent 8 pixels to single pixel and reconstructs image. Figure 8 shows sample of output.
Thus, the D-GET makes larger statistical changes in the transmitted images. Cryptosystem is secure if it cannot be discovered even with full knowledge of the decryption algorithm. Experimental results demonstrate that proposed technique can defeat many existing steganalytic attacks. Its output is DNA sequence that making prediction of original secret is very complicated. attacks based on the multi-operations, encrypted keys, genetic operations and multi-rounds. In general, encrypted data size is bigger than original data size and increase of computing time. But it achieves better encryption.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, D-GET is implemented. The D-GET that is more secured encryption technique based on multiiterations and genetic operations. It is also included operations, encryption, rotation, crossover, mutation and reshapes that increase encryption quality. This Technique transforms the DNA sequence text into an image and vice versa and confuses whether the secret message is in text or in image format. The results show the resistance of the D-GET technique against different steganalytic attacks based on multiple key sequences, D-GET operation and changes in size and format original data. The negligible relationship in both the secret data and its encrypted-data reduces the possibilities of cryptanalysis and breaking the cipher.
Furthermore, technique has multilayer protection stages that achieves confidentiality and gives more security, effectiveness and robustness to data and protects against detection.
In future work, we will be standardizing D-GET and try to reduce the transmitted data size and the encryption time.
